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Pedricktown, NJ – To meet the growing demand for high-quality annealed and heat-
treated laminated architectural glass products, J.E. Berkowitz, L.P. introduces Fusion™ 
Laminated Glass. The new product line can be used in a wide variety of applications, 
including: IG units, hurricane-resistance, solar control, noise reduction, safety, UV 
protection, point-supported walls and canopies.  
 
JEB’s new Fusion™ Laminated Glass is now being produced at its new state-of-the-art 
manufacturing plant in Pedricktown, NJ. The 200,000-square-foot facility includes an 
architectural laminating line with a maximum capacity of 96-inches-by-180 inches and 
one of the biggest autoclaves in the Industry, which can support a load capacity up to 
10,000 pounds. The line also features a glass washer, lay-up line and two dual-stage 
infrared ovens with pinch roll presses. To ensure the cleanest final product possible, the 
line’s clean room is in a temperature and humidity controlled environment. An attached 
cold storage room preserves the physical integrity and purity of the pvb materials 
employed in the laminating process.  
 
JEB has partnered with world-class interlayer suppliers DuPont™ and Trosifol® to 
provide the expertise and support needed to produce the highest-quality annealed and 
heat-treated laminated products in the market. In addition to Fusion™ Laminated Glass, 
JEB also offers the Fusion Plus™ with DuPont SentryGlas® Plus (SGP) ionoplast 
(structural) interlayer and Fusion Expressions™ with DuPont™ SentryGlas® 
Expressions™ digitally-printed pvb interlayer. 
 
Fusion Plus™ has an ionoplast interlayer that is five times stronger and 100 times stiffer 
than pvb, making it an ideal product for hurricane-resistance and structural applications. 
It also outperforms conventional pvb in edge stability testing, making it the preferred 
choice for JEB Invisiwall™ Point-Supported Walls and Canopies with exposed edges. 
Fusion Plus™ meets Miami Dade County’s Product Control Notice of Acceptance 
(NOA) for hurricane-resistance. 
 
Fusion Expressions™ takes decorative glass to a new level. By combining the patented 
technology of DuPont’s high-resolution digitally-printed pvb interlayers with JEB’s 
precision architectural glass fabrication capabilities, a decorative laminated safety glass 
with an encapsulated digital image embedded inside is produced. The product may be 
used in vision or non-vision areas, and the images are protected from graffiti and damage. 
 



“We are committed to making better products with shorter lead times in order to improve 
service and add value,” says Michael Z. Nicklas, JEB Architectural Sales & Marketing 
Manager. “The new Fusion™ Laminated Glass products are an important part of that 
commitment.” 
 
For more information on JEB’s Fusion™ Laminated Glass products, please contact 
Christina Ransome, Laminated Glass Products Manager, or Brian Larson, Inside Sales 
Manager, at (800) 257-7827.  
 


